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Living'with'the'New'Story'
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Some'Basic'Assump:ons'
 Creation is on going – God is still revealing God’s 

self 
 God is the source of all truth.  
 Truth does not contradict itself.  
 The truths of Science and Theology can rhyme. 
 Truth is sometimes best expressed as paradox. 
 Dogmatism is often the enemy of truth because 

dogmatism proclaims that the search is over – the 
ultimate answer has been revealed. 

 Life is continuing to evolve. We are not the finished 
product.  

 Revelation is on-going – the Universe is still 
unfolding!
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The'Invita:on''
 To#enter#the#New#Story#is#to#enter#a#Universe:#

# *####Of#unimaginable#Beauty#

# *#####Of#wondrous#Awe#

# *#####Of#profound#Mystery#

# *#####Of#disturbing#paradoxes#
# #

# *#####Of#deep#resonances#of#Divine#Presence#

##### #It#is#an#invitation#to#open#the#mind#and#the#heart#to#a##

# new#experience#of#God#

! !
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Radical'Amazement'
 “ Awe is the beginning of wisdom, it precedes faith.” 

Abraham Heschel 
 This is the richness of the New Story. It provides us 

with spectacular  opportunities to allow our sense of 
awe and wonder to be evoked by the extraordinary 
unfolding of 13.7 billion years of Universe history. 

 The Universe story reveals the awesome nature of 
the Divine. 

 The New Story invites us to be open to the wonder 
and excitement of a continuously unfolding Universe. 
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Reminder'

•  “The new threatens the existing mode of 
spiritual understanding in the populace, 
and challenges the current power 
hierarchy, and the social instruments that 
keep it in place. 

•  People will war with each other when a 
new spiritual message seems to challenge 
the foundations on which they, 
themselves, rely.  

•  They fear for their own survival, but also, 
for the survival of their stories and their 
beliefs.” 

Awakening)the)Energies)of)Love)by)Anne)Hillman)
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Historical'Perspec:ve'
There was an amount of diversity in the Christian Story in the 
decades after the death of Jesus. The Christian Story as we have it 
today has gone through several paradigm shifts over the 
centuries.  Here are some significant paradigm shifts: 
*           The move from the Hebrew tradition to the world of the 
 Gentiles  
* Articulating the Good News in Greek categories 
          (Clement of Alexandria 150 – 215 AD) 
* Augustine’s (354 – 430)  reframing  of the message in terms 
 of Platonic philosophy 
* Aquinas’s (1225 – 1274) reframing in terms of Aristotelian 
 philosophy. 
* Reframing in response to the Reformation 
*           We are now faced with the challenge of another reframing 
 in the light of the New Story, and how it explains creation. 
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LeBng'Go'
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New'Paradigm'ShiD'
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Embracing'the'New'Story'
  In embracing the New Story, we do not abandon earlier stories which 

contained the deep wisdom of our forebears. (Thomas Berry) 
  Our understanding of the Divine needs to reflect our understanding of 

the Universe the Divine has created, and how it operates. 
  We must learn to see the whole Universe as the Body of God. 
  We need a new understanding of Revelation as rooted in the 

experience of a believing community, and not something that is some 
kind of sacred fossil. 

  We need a new understanding of the meaning of the life and death of 
Jesus and an image of God that is coherent with that new 
understanding. 

  We need a new understanding of mysticism, and the place of 
mysticism in the life of any seeker after truth. 

  We need a new understanding of Earth and our place in it. 
  We need to be working for a new model of Church. 
  We need to live in harmony with the with wisdom of the New Story. 
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Our'Story'Carries'our'image'of'
God'
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Contras:ng'Images'of'God'
  Biblical#cosmology#nurtures#a#

certain#understanding#of#God.#

  God#is#presented#as#an#all#powerful#
Craftsman#who#fashioned#the#
Universe#from#nothing#in#six#biblical#
days.#

  The#God#of#this#Story#rules#over#his#
kingdom#after#the#manner#of#a#
powerful,#earthly#King.#

  This#SkyKGod#exists#beyond#creation#
and#intervenes#from#outside#from#
time#to#time.#

  This#God#is#undoubtedly#male.#

  The#Bible#God#is,#on#occasion,#
punitive#and#harsh,#and#on#occasion#
gentle#and#forgiving.##

  God’s##creative#power#is#operative#in#
the#Universe#all#of#the#time.#

  God#reveals#God’s#self#through#the#
Universe.#Creation#is#God#unfolding#
God’s#self.#

  The#Universe#is#the#Body#of#God.#

  The#creative#power#of#the#Divine#
continues#to#call#forth#new#
manifestations#of#being.#

  God#inheres#in#creation#as#distinct#
from#existing#outside#of#it.#

  Matter#and#spirit#are#two#aspects#of#
the#same#reality.##There#is#no#such#
things#as#dead#matter.!

  The#theology#that#describes#this#
understanding#of#God#is#called#
panentheism.#
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Panentheism'
 Panentheism is a term that comes from process 

theology. 
 Panentheism believes that God exists within 

Creation, energising it from within. The whole 
Universe is the body of God. 

 While God exists in and through creation, God 
transcends creation. 

 Teilhard deChardin sought to distinguish between 
three approaches to Divine Mystery: 

 * Seeing God as distinct from the Universe 
 * Seeing God and the Universe as one 
 * Seeing God through the Universe.  
 Theists pursue the first, Pantheists the second, 

Teilhard opted for the third. 
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The'“God”'Word'
 “In our everyday understanding the word God is 

connected with the traditional theistic idea of power 
in the form of a person standing outside of creation.”    
Mystics(for(Modern(World((Willigis#Jäger   p. 54 

  For many people, the word “God” is loaded with negative 
connotations. It conjures up an image of a Puppet Master 
pulling the strings. It evokes an image of a Grand 
Inquisitor watching, waiting, measuring, counting, and 
judging everyone and everything. 

  The mystics use phrases like “Ground of all being”, 
“Mysterious One”, “Primary Reality”, “Ultimate Truth”, 
“Mysterious Presence”, “Emptiness”, “Brahman”, Sacred 
One, God is no-thing.  

 What is your preferred word for the Mystery we call God? 
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Prayer'of'Karl'Rahner''

 “Shall)I)say:)Creator,)Sustainer,)Pardoner,)Near)
One,)Distant)One,)Incomprehensible)One,)God)

both)of)flowers)and)stars,)God)of)the)gentle)

wind)and)of)terrible)baHles,)Wisdom,)Power,)

Loyalty,)and)Truthfulness,)Eternity)and)

Infinity,)you)the)AllLmerciful,)you)the)Just)One,)

you)Love)itself?”!
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'Meaning'of'Revela:on''
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What'is'Divine'Revela:on?'

From Above 

From Within 

Two Views 

Sieger Koder Caravaggio 
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Two'Kinds'of'Revela:on''

Revela:on'as'Dicta:on'

Revela:on'as'Experience''''''
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Revela:on'As'Experience'
 Revelation is an experience of Divine 

presence  
 The manifestation of the Divine in life and 

in the Universe is an on-going reality. 
 The more our sense of awe and wonder is 

evoked by the Universe and its mysteries, 
the more we are open to new revelation of 
the Divine. 

 If there is no experience of God there is no 
revelation. 

 A community of faith is an important point 
of reference for experiential revelation.#
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Revela:on'in'the'New'Story'
 Revelation is on going. Divine revelation is 

manifesting today as in times past. 
 God is continuously revealing God’s self in all 

that humans are coming to know about the Story 
of the Universe and how it came to be. 

 We need to befriend the Universe as a revelation 
of God 

 We need to allow our minds and hearts to be 
moved to wonder and awe at the beauty of this 
revelation. 

 We need to recognise the face of God in the 
suffering humans, but also in the suffering Earth 
itself. 26 



Where'do'we'find'God?'
 Our tradition tells us that God accompanies us 

through all the twists and turns of life, along bright 
as well as  shady pathways. God is with us in the 
messiness of life. 

  If the God we believe in is only present in the 
sanitised dimensions of life, then we have left aside 
the God of our tradition. 

 The people of the Bible experienced God in their 
moments of exaltation but also in their human 
misery, in their pettiness and in their infidelities. 

 God is the one who opens up a future of promise. 
 When we reflect on the life of Jesus this is the kind of 

God that he talked about and revealed to others  - a 
God who opens up a future of promise. 

 The God of Jesus is never absent from the drama of 
life whether it is tragedy or comedy or even farce. 
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Jesus'and'The'New'Story'
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New'Understandings'
 The New Story  is not compatible with a literal 

interpretation of Genesis Story of creation.  
 From the New Story we learn that at no stage in the 

history of humanity did humans live in an earthly 
paradise called Eden. 

 The closing of the gates of heaven against fallen 
human beings has its roots in Persian mythology, 
and made its way into the Bible when the Hebrews 
returned from Babylon, about 517 BC 

  In order for Jesus’s life so speak to the world of 
today, his life death and resurrection need to be 
interpreted in the  context of the New Story which is 
God’s latest story of revelation. 
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Who'is'Jesus'For'you?'
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Sharing'God’s'Genes'
  As God’s children we share God’s genes. 
  The purpose of Jesus’ life and the focus of his teaching and 

preaching  was to illustrate clearly for us what it means to carry 
God’s genes. 

  This privilege is most beautifully illustrated in the parable of the 
Prodigal Son. 

  The son returns to his father, the source of his genes, so that he 
might experience  in the forgiveness of his Father, his own true 
self. (Birthright) 

  There was no punishment, no recrimination, no admonition. 
  All there was, was the loving forgiveness of a parent for an 

erring child. 
  As children of God, we have the potential to live out of our true 

essence. 
  Jesus’s life was about showing us how this could be done. 
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A'New'Jesus'Perspec:ve'

Jesus never preached that the purpose of his life and death 
was to do any of the following: 

 > To appease an angry God  
 > To make atonement to God for the sins the world 
 > To re-open the gates of heaven closed against all 

 humanity because of ancestral sin. 
 > To restore the ancient, kingly glories of Israel 

! !
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Why'Did'Jesus'Come?'

 Jesus came to reveal to us the 
wonder of what it means to be a child of 
God,and how to live out of that  reality.   
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The'Message'of'Jesus''
  Jesus revealed to us a God who is personal, interested, 

sustaining and loving. 
  Jesus saw it as his vocation in life to preach this Good 

News  
  Jesus saw this Good News as a source of life and 

wholeness. 
  In his own words “I came that you may have life, and have 

to the full” 
 He came to model for us how to live with integrity upon 

the earth. 
 He came to make us aware of our awesome vocation to be 

sacraments of God’s presence upon the Earth.  
 He came to show us how to deal with the inevitable chaos 

of life. 
 He came to awaken us to a life-sustaining value system.  
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The'Message'of'Jesus'(2)'

 His death was the price he paid to uphold the integrity of 
his message in the face of rejection by religious and 
political authorities who were intent on preserving their 
own power. 

 His fate was the faith of prophets in every generation from 
ancient biblical times to the present day. 

 His resurrection was the Divine endorsement of his life 
and teaching. 

  The Cosmic Christ mirrors the destiny in store not only for 
humans but for all creation.  Roman’s  

  The Cosmic Christ is the “Strange Attractor” calling us 
forward to a future of hope and new possibilities. 
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God’s'Endorsement'
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“The##Christian#of#the#future#will#be#a#mystic#or#
nothing#at#all”!
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Mys:cism'

“The most beautiful experience we can have 
is the mysterious. It is the fundamental 
emotion which stands at the cradle of true 
art and true science.”             

 Albert Einstein quoted in “The Cosmic Christ” p. 63 
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Communing With Mystery 



Mys:cism''
The'Experience'of'God'in'Life'

  The mystic is one who experiences the oneness of 
everything.  

 Mysticism is a continuing human, spiritual phenomenon 
from time immemorial. 

  Fundamentally - everything is in God and God is in 
everything. 

  The mystical tradition has had been plagued by mistrust 
and misunderstanding over the centuries. 

 At times, mystics have been actively persecuted. Meister 
Eckhart was excommunicated after his death. 

 A tension has long existed between the Church 
magisterium and the mystical tradition. Mystics were 
regarded as a threat to authority. 

 Mystics were often regarded as delusional people needing 
to be managed and controlled for their own good. 
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The Drawing Power of 
Gravity 



The Wonder of the 

 Universe Reflects 
the  

Divine  
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Mys:cal'Knowing'

 Sometimes distinctions are made between the left and right 
hemisphere of the brain – left hemisphere for language and 
logic – right hemisphere for the non-rational and the creative. 

 Using this scheme of things, the mystical is a right-brain 
activity where the non-rational finds a home. Music, art, 
spatial awareness, and intuitive insight are said to belong 
here. 

  The Church’s overpowering emphasis on rationality and the 
banishment of mystics to the quiet corners of churches and 
cloisters has impoverished humanity and damaged the 
religious engagement itself. 

 Heart knowledge is a kind of instant grasping of the truth of a 
situation ahead of a rational process. 
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You'Need'to'Smell'the'Rose'
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 “Perhaps now that the Western sciences have 
reached down into the atom and out into the cosmos 
finally to realize the extreme vulnerability of all life 
and value, it is becoming credible, even obvious, that 
the inner science is of supreme importance. Certainly 
physics designed the bombs, biology, the germ 
warfare, chemistry, the nerve gas and son on. But it 
will be the unhealthy emotions of individuals that 
will trigger these horrors. These emotions can only be 
controlled, reshaped and re-challenged by 
technologies developed from successful inner science.” 

Dalai Lama Harvard Address 51 



I came that you may have life 

and live it more abundantly. 
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